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This certificate is issued by TRACE - SOFIA LTD, UIC 175254451, with 
headquarters and management address Sofia 1404, district "Triaditza", "Gotse 
Delchev", 15 "Metlichina Polyana" str., to "AVIS ENGINEERING "Ltd., UIC 
115011904, with headquarters and address of management Plovdiv, 4, Udrou 
Uilsan Str., 2nd floor, in the capacity of Contractor of PROJECT: "Rehabilitation 
o f the railway infrastructure along the railway lines Plovdiv - Bourgas", LOT 3 - 
.Rehabilitation o f the Tserkovski - Kamobat railway line, including the main tracks 
at Tserkovski station with approximate unfolding length o f 28 km railway and 
renewal o f the track in the sections Kamobat - Bourgas, including the main tracks 
at Kamobat and Bourgas stations and all stations and stops between them, with 
122 km approxim ate unfolding length o f the rail road" which, on the grounds of 
Art. 64 para. 1 item 1 of the Public Procurement Act, we, TRACE - SOFIA LTD., 
certify that:

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. has executed construction and assembly 
works, covering the dismantling of an existing air contact network, construction 
of a new overhead contact line and associated equipment, preparation of 
the accompanying and legally required documentation, certifying the performance 
and compliance with the normative requirements for the above project. The 
implementation of the assignments within the framework of the project to "AVIS 
ENGINEERING" Ltd. construction and installation works covers:

1. Section "Open Road No 2 - Tserkovski - Kamobat interstation section 
from pole № 68 '(km 220 + 251) to pole № 12' (km 232 + 181) ", according to the 
contract of 08.04.2013, with an extended track length of 11,930 km (Eleven 
kilometers nine hundred and thirty meters) in which are executed the following 
construction and assembly work to Catenary and connected equipment: Poles and 
foundations and Air Catenary. The total value of the works is BGN 1 242 452,12 
(one million two hundred forty-two thousand four hundred fifty-two levs and 
twelve cents).
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2. Section "Tserkovski Station on road № 1 from № 513 pole (km 218 +

690) to Pole № 75' (km 220+427), along road № 2 from pole № 514 (km 218 +
690) to pole № 76' (km 220 + 424) ", according to a contract dated 21.10.2013, 
with a total unfolded track length of 6,807 km (six kilometers and eight hundred 
and seven meters), in which are fulfilled the following construction and 
assembly works to Contact network and related equipment: Poles and 
foundations and Air Catenary. The total value of the works is BGN
581,204.61 (Five hundred and eighty-one thousand two hundred and fourteen and 
sixty-one cents).

3. Section "Open road № I - Tserkovski - Karnobat interstation section 
from Pole № 67 (km 220 + 259) to Pole № 9 (km 232 + 178) " according to the 
Contract from 05.06.2014, with a track length of 11,919 km (eleven 
kilometers nine hundred and nineteen meters) in which are fulfilled the 
following construction and assembly work on a Ovrhead contact network and 
related equipment: Poles and foundations and Air Catenary. The total value of 
the works is BGN 1 434 486.40 (one million four hundred and thirty
four thousand four hundred and eighty-six levs and forty cents).

4. Section "Karnobat Station with boundaries: on Road № 1 - from pole №
1 (km 232 + 010) to a flexible crossbar between pole № 55 (km 232 + 562) and 
Pole № 56 (km 232 + 865) and on Road № 2 - from pole № 2 (km 232 + 012) to 
flexible crossbar between pole № 55 (km 232 + 562) and pole № 56 (km 232 +
865) " according to Contract from 31.07.2015, with total railway track length of 
19,300 km (nineteen kilometers and three hundred meters) in which are fulfilled 
the following construction and assembly work on Overhead contact network and 
related equipment: Poles and foundations and Air Catenary. The total value of 
the works is BGN 985,336.25 (nine hundred and eighty five thousand three 
hundred and thirty-six levs and twenty-five cents).

5. Section "Open road № I - interstation section Karnobat - Chemograd 
from pole № 8177 (km 235 + 242) to pole № 9 ' (km  242+791.20) ", according 
to the Contract from 20.08.2015, with a length of 7,549 km (seven kilometers five 
hundred and forty-nine meters) in which are fulfilled the following construction 
and assembly work on a Overhead contact network and related equipment: Poles 
and foundations and Air Catenary. The total value of the works is BGN 
865,374.09 (eight hundred and sixty five thousand three hundred seventy-four 
levs and nine cents).
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6. Section "Aitos railway station, with boundaries: On Road № 1 from  

pole № 1 per km 258 + 049 to pole № 7 7  at km 259 + 634, fo r  Road № 2 from  
pole № 2 per km 258 + 063 to pole № 76per km 259 + 647" according to 
Contract from 22.01.2016, with 6,500 km (six kilometers and five hundred 
meters) of railway length, in which the following construction and assembly 
works are carried out in Overhead contact network and related equipment:
Poles and foundation, Air contact network, Remote control of disconnectors,
Main section pile. The total value of the works is BGN 914,653.42 (nine 
hundred and fourteen thousand six hundred and fifty-three levs and forty-two 
cents).

7. Section "Bulgarovo railway station with boundaries: On Road № 1 
from pole № 1'per km 270 + 036 to pole № 77' per km 271 + 647, fo r  Road №
2 from pole № 2 per km 270 + 043 to pole № 76'per km 271 + 654", according 
to Contract from 22.01.2016, with total railway length of 6,600 km (six 
kilometers and six hundred meters), in which the following construction and 
assembly works are carried out in Overhead Contact network and related 
equipment: poles and foundations and Air catenary. The total value of the works 
is BGN 866,378.61 (Eight hundred and sixty-six thousand three hundred 
seventy-eight levs and sixty-one cents).

8. Section "Open Road Bulgarovo - Druzhba interstation section from  
pole № 69' (km 271 + 447) to pole № 11' (km 274 + 196) along Road № 1, and 
from pole № 68 (km 271 + 455) to pole №14 (km 274 + 332) along RoadNq 2", 
according to Cotract from 22.01.2016, with total railway length of 5.626 km 
(five kilometers six hundred and twenty - six meters), in which the following 
construction and assembly works are carried out in Overhead contact network 
and related equipment: poles and foundations and Air catenary. The total value 
of the executed works is BGN 574,009.30 (five hundred and seventy four 
thousand nine levs and thirty cents).

9. Section "Druzhba station, with boundaries: On Road№ 1 from pole 
№1 per km 273 + 966 to pole № 89'per km 275 + 822, fo r  Road№ 2 from pole 
№ 2 per km 274+ 078 to pole Nq 90' per km 275 + 833", according to Contract 
from 22.01.2016, with total raiway length of 16,500 km (sixteen kilometers and 
five hundred meters) in which the following construction and assembly works 
are carried out in Overhead contact line and related equipment: Poles and 
foundation, Air Catenary, Main section pile. The total value of the works is BGN 
1,586,502.78 (one million five hundred and eighty six thousand five hundred and 
two levs and seventy-eight cents).
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10. Section "Klikach railway station with borders from km 235 + 431 to 

km 242+608”, with total railway length of 7,177 km (seven kilometers one 
hundred and seventy seven meters), where construction and assembly works are 
carried out to the emergency restoration of the Catenary and associated 
equipment of total value BGN 13 264,94 (thirteen thousand two hundred sixty 
four levs and ninety four cents).

11. Section "LOT 3 - Rehabilitation o f the railway section Tserkovski - 
Karnobat, including the main tracks at Tserkovski railway station, with 
approximate railway track length o f 28 km and renewal o f the railway track in 
Karnobat - Bourgas section, including the main tracks in Karnobat and 
Bourgas stations and all stations and stops between them, with approximate 
extendedraiway track length o f 122 km", according to the Contract from
02.11.2016, with extended length of 150 km (one hundred and fifty kilometers) 
railway track, in which section are carried out construction and assembly works 
on the Catenary and connected equipment after final leveling of track of total 
value of BGN 248,913.26 (two hundred and forty eight thousand nine hundred 
and thirty thirteen levs and twenty-six cents).

The execution of the assigned construction and assembly works ended 
with issuance of Permission for use № ST-05-129 from 03.02.2017 of DNCC - 
Sofia.

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. provided to "TRACE- SOFIA" LTD. 
highly specialized services in the execution of the assigned construction and 
assembly works for the above-mentioned object, by winning our trust with 
responsible attitude, engagement and honesty in the work, organization, strict 
and accurate execution of the assigned works, which AVIS ENGINEERING 
LTD. performed in full compliance with the normative requirements.

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. has specialized equipment and 
mechanization, as well as competent managerial, engineering and executive 
team with extensive experience in electrification of the railway transport, which 
allowed the fulfillment of the negotiated conditions with high professionalism 
and correctness, with excellent organization of work, with respect to the 
implementation schedule and technology, the approved projects, standards and 
normative requirements.
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We recommend "AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. as a highly qualified and 

reliable partner, working with the necessary competence and professionalism.

ENG. BISER IVANOV 
CEO
TRACE SOFIA LTD
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